Box Bay Measuring Guide
Before you start measuring…
Make sure you are measuring for the correct blind.
Each blind has a different head rail depth. Please select the correct head rail depth below. If you
have vents or handles, measure how far these protrude from the window frame and add this
measurement to the head rail depth.

Blind Type
25mm Wooden Venetian Blind
35mm Wooden Venetian Blind
50mm Wooden Venetian Blind
Roller Blind
Vertical Blind

Head Rail Depth
55mm
65mm
70mm
50mm top x / 70mm face x
45mm

What you will need…

Then choose how you would like your blinds to sit in your bay window…
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1
The most common box bay tting. The middle blind runs across the whole width of the bay and the left
and right blinds are butted up to the middle blind.
For the middle blind, measure the full width of the bay from side to side and order as ‘recess size’. For
the left and right blinds, again measure from side to side and deduct the headrail size from the width,
which allows for the depth of the headrail on the middle blind and order as ‘blind size’.
Measure the drop from where the top of the blind will sit, down to where you want the blind to end,
typically the window sill.

2
This is the best option for a more professional nish, however will not work for every box bay. Before
you choose this option, check the size of the window frame in the corners. Measure from the corner of
the bay to the start of the glass pane, on both the middle window and the sides. If either measure less
than the rail depth of the chosen blind, you will need to go with option 1 or 3.
All three blinds should meet in the corner, but without overlapping. Measure the full width from side to
side for all three blinds, then deduct the head rail width on the left and right blind and deduct double
the head rail width on the middle blind. Order all three as ‘blind size’.
Measure the drop from where the top of the blind will sit, down to where you want the blind to end,
typically the window sill.

3
A less common tting than option 1 and 2, however can be the best option for certain box bays. The
right and left blinds go right into the corner of the window, with the middle blind sitting between the
two. Some box bay side windows can be smaller than the minimum width we can provide for your
chosen blind, so this type of tting will be the only option.
Measure the side blinds from the corner and order as ‘recess size’. Measure the middle blind corner
to corner but deduct double the head rail depth and order as ‘blind size’.
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Measure the drop from where the top of the blind will sit, down to where you want the blind to end,
typically the window sill.

